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We evaluate the radiative decay into a vector, a pseudoscalar and a photon of several resonances
dynamically generated from the vector–vector interaction. The process proceeds via the decay of one of
the vector components into a pseudoscalar and a photon, which have an invariant mass distribution very
different from phase space as a consequence of the two vector structure of the resonances. Experimental
work along these lines should provide useful information on the nature of these resonances.
Crown Copyright © 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license. 1. Introduction
The success of the chiral unitary approach generating res-
onances from the interaction of pseudoscalar mesons or pseu-
doscalar mesons with baryons, providing the properties of these
resonances and their production cross sections in different reac-
tions [1,2] has stimulated work replacing pseudoscalar mesons by
vector mesons. A natural extension of the chiral Lagrangians to in-
corporate vector mesons and their interaction is provided by the
hidden local gauge formalism for vector interactions with pseu-
doscalar mesons, vectors and photons [3–6]. Once again the skill-
ful combination of the interaction provided by these Lagrangians
with unitary techniques in coupled channels allows one to ob-
tain a realistic approach to study the vector–vector interaction,
and work in this direction has been already done in [7,8] studying
the vector–vector interaction up to about 2000 MeV. The nonper-
turbative unitary techniques are essential there and many reso-
nances are generated within the scheme. In practice one solves a
set of coupled channels Bethe Salpeter equations using as Kernel
the interaction provided by the hidden gauge Lagrangians, regu-
larizing the loops with a natural scale [9]. Several mesonic res-
onances are found as poles in the scattering matrices, indicating
that one has some kind of molecular states. Actually, there are
strong experimental arguments to suggest that the f0(1370) is a
ρρ molecule [10,11]. The results of [7] show that the f0(1370)
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Open access under CC BY licand f2(1270) mesons are dynamically generated from the ρρ in-
teraction.
The work of [8] extends that of [7] to the interaction of all
members of the vector nonet resulting in the dynamical gener-
ation of eleven resonances, some of which can be associated to
known resonances ( f0(1370), f2(1270), f ′2(1525), f0(1710) and
K ∗2 (1430)), while others are predictions.
The nature of these resonances as molecular states of a pair
of vector mesons, allows one to evaluate many observables like
the radiative decay of the f0(1370) and f2(1270) mesons into γ γ
[12], where agreement with the experimental data is found. Simi-
larly, the J/ψ decay into φ(ω) and one of those resonances [13],
and the J/ψ radiative decay into γ and one of the those reso-
nances [14], were also found consistent with experiment.
The idea of vector–vector molecules has also found support in
alternative studies. In [15] the Y (3940) and Y (4140) are assumed
to be bound states of D∗ and D¯∗ and D∗s and D¯∗s respectively and
the Weinberg compositeness condition [16–19] is invoked to get
the coupling of the Y resonances to these components. Another
approach, based on chiral symmetry and heavy quark symmetry
has been used in [20], where also bound states of the D∗ D¯∗ sys-
tems are found in some cases.
The particular structure of these states induced the idea [21]
that the study of their decay into D∗ D¯γ or D∗s D¯sγ should pro-
vide o good test for the claimed structure of these resonances. The
idea was caught up in [22] and applied to several X , Y , Z reso-
nances of hidden charm nature which are dynamically generated
within the hidden gauge approach from the interaction of vector
mesons [23].ense. 
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Coupling constants of main decay channel of the resonances of [8]. All quantities
are in units of MeV.
Resonance Spin Coupling constant g
f0(1370) J = 0 ρρ
(7920,−i1071)
f0(1710) J = 0 K ∗ K¯ ∗ φω ωω
(7124, i96) (3010,−i210) (−1763, i108)
f2(1270) J = 2 ρρ
(10889,−i99)
f ′2(1520) J = 2 K ∗ K¯ ∗ φω ωω
(10121, i101) (5016,−i17) (−2709, i8)
K ∗2 (1430) J = 2 ρK ∗ K ∗ω
(10901,−i71) (2267,−i13)
In the present Letter we shall further pursue this idea for the
states generated in [7,8] and study the decay of the f0(1370),
f2(1270), f ′2(1525), f0(1710) and the K ∗2 (1430) resonances into
several channels involving one vector, one pseudoscalar and a pho-
ton. While we ﬁnd similar results for the shapes of the invariant
mass distributions of the pseudoscalar–photon pair as in [22], we
ﬁnd that the decay rates obtained in this case are far larger than
those obtained in the charm sector. The experimental investigation
of these decay rates would provide further information concerning
the claimed nature of those resonances as vector–vector molecules,
and provide further support for the similar nature claimed for
some of the X , Y , Z resonances [15,20,23].
2. Formalism
In [8] the f0(1370), f0(1710), f2(1270), f ′2(1520), and
K ∗2 (1430) were dynamically generated by the vector–vector inter-
action. The states were identiﬁed by observing poles in the vector–
vector scattering matrix with certain quantum numbers. The real
part of the pole position provides the mass of the resonance and
the imaginary part one half of its width. In addition the residues at
the poles provide the product of the coupling of the resonance to
the initial and ﬁnal channels, from where, by looking at the scat-
tering amplitudes in different channels, we can obtain the coupling
of the resonance to all channels up to an irrelevant global sign for
just one coupling. In Table 1 the couplings to the most relevant
channel are shown. The couplings are rather stable because of the
Weinberg compositeness condition which ties them to the bind-
ing energy of the bound components [17,24,25]. The theoretical
uncertainties in the couplings in [8] are of the order of 10%.
In [8] these couplings are given in isospin basis. However, we
need them now in charge basis, which are readily obtained for the
isospin combinations
|ρρ, I = 0〉 = − 1√
3
(∣∣ρ+ρ−〉+ ∣∣ρ−ρ+〉+ ∣∣ρ0ρ0〉),
∣∣K ∗K ∗, I = 0〉= − 1√
2
(∣∣K ∗+K ∗−〉− ∣∣K ∗−K ∗+〉). (1)
In addition, the couplings of [8] are calculated with the unitary
normalization (extra 1/
√
2 factor to account for identical parti-
cles in the sum over intermediate states). Thus, the couplings of
ρρ , K ∗ K¯ ∗ and ωω components must be multiplied by (
√
2/3 ), 1
and
√
2 to get the appropriate coupling for the charged or neutral
states (a sign is irrelevant for the width).
In the present work we address the problem of the decay mode
of the resonance when one vector meson further decays into a
pseudoscalar meson and a photon. The corresponding Feynman di-
agram is shown in Fig. 1.Fig. 1. Feynman diagram for the radiative decay of the resonance.
The spin projection operators on J = 0,2, evaluated assuming
the three momenta of V to be small with respect to the mass
of the vector mesons, which is indeed the case here, are given in
terms of the polarization vectors by
P ′ (0) = 1√
3

(1)
i 
(2)
i ,
P ′ (2) =
{
1
2
(

(1)
i 
(2)
j + (1)j (2)i
)− 1
3

(1)
l 
(2)
l δi j
}
, (2)
where i, j are spatial indices. On the other hand the anomalous
vertex for the V decay into Pγ is given by
−itV→Pγ = −igV γ Pμναβ pμν(V )kαβ(γ ), (3)
which gives rise to a width
ΓV→Pγ = 1
48π
g2V γ P
k
M2V
(
M2V −m2P
)2
. (4)
Using Eq. (4) and values of the PDG for the vector radiative widths,
we obtain the coupling of gV Pγ for the V → Pγ decay, which are
given by
gρ±→π∓γ = 2.19× 10−4 MeV−1,
gρ0→π0γ = 2.52× 10−4 MeV−1,
gK ∗±→K±γ = 2.53× 10−4 MeV−1,
gK ∗0→K 0γ = 2.19× 10−4 MeV−1,
gω→π0γ = 6.96× 10−4 MeV−1.
Let us begin with the f0(1370) case. With the previous infor-
mation we can already write the amplitude for the decay of the
f0(1370) into ρ+π−γ , which is given by
−it = −i
√
2√
3
g˜
1√
3

(1)
i 
(2)
i
i
p2 − M2ρ + iMρΓρ
× (−i)gρπγ μναβ pμν(2)kαβ(γ ), (5)
where the indices (1), (2) indicate the ρ+ and the ρ− respectively.
The sum over the intermediate ρ− polarizations can be readily
done as∑
λ

(2)
i 
ν(2) = −gνi = −δiν, (6)
where we have omitted the pi p
ν
M2ρ
relativistic term in Eq. (6) because
it vanishes when contracted with the μναβ pμ term. The sum of
|t|2 over the ﬁnal polarizations of the vector and the photon is
readily done and, neglecting terms of order p 2/M2ρ , we get the
result
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|t|2 = 2
3
1
3
g˜2g2ρπγ
∣∣∣∣ 1p2 − M2ρ + iMρΓρ
∣∣∣∣
2
2(p · k)2. (7)
The differential mass distribution with respect to the invariant
mass of the ρ−γ system, which is equal to p2, is ﬁnally given by
dΓR
dMinv
= 1
4M2R
1
(2π)3
pρ p˜π
−∑∑
|t|2, (8)
where pρ is the momentum of the ρ+ in the rest frame of the
resonance R and p˜π is the momentum of the π− in the rest frame
of the ﬁnal π−γ system given by
pρ =
λ1/2(M2R ,M
2
ρ,M
2
inv)
2MR
,
p˜π = M
2
inv −m2π
2Minv
. (9)
We can make a full relativistic calculation of |t|2 and the result
is given by Eq. (7) substituting 2(p · k)2 (in the frame where the
resonance is at rest, P = 0) by
2(p · k)2 → 2(p · k)2 + {p2k2 − (p · k)2}
(
1+ p
02
M2ρ
)
. (10)
We can write
{p2k2 − (p · k)2}
= {−p2k02 − (p · k)2 + 2(p · k)p0k0}
(
1+ p
02
M2ρ
)
(11)
and then write p0, k0 in the resonance rest frame in terms of p˜0,
k˜0 in the π + γ rest frame as
k0 = k˜
0 + v · ˜k√
1− v2 , p
0 = p˜
0 + v · ˜p√
1− v2 =
Minv√
1− v2 , (12)
where the last of the former equations holds since ˜p = 0 in the
π + γ rest frame. The boost velocity is given by
v = P − pρ
MR − p0ρ
(13)
with P = 0, pρ in the resonance rest frame. Using that
M2inv = (P − pρ)2 = M2R + M2ρ − 2MRp0ρ, (14)
(p · k) = (pπ + k) · k = (pπ · k) = M
2
inv −m2π
2
(15)
and integrating over angles in the pπ + k rest frame, we obtain
Eq. (7) replacing
2(p · k)2 → 2(p · k)2 +
{
2(p · k) Minvk˜
1− v2 − (p · k)
2
− M
2
inv
1− v2
(
k˜ + 1
3
k˜2v2
)}(
1+ M
2
inv
M2ρ(1− v2)
)
. (16)
The results are evaluated using this relativistic equation, but we
also perform the calculations using the nonrelativistic form of |t|2
of Eq. (7) for comparison.
One further step must be taken since the resonance and vector
meson have decay widths. To take this into account, we consider
the mass distribution of these two states and convolute the expres-
sion of the width with the mass distribution of the two particles.The differential mass distribution of the radiative decay of the res-
onance is then given as,
(
dΓR
dMinv
)′
= F
G
, (17)
where F and G are given by
F =
mρ+Γρ/2∫
mρ−Γρ/2
dm˜ρ
(
− 1
π
)
Im
1
m˜2ρ −m2ρ + iΓρmρ
×
MR+ΓR/2∫
MR−ΓR/2
(
− 1
π
)
Im
1
M˜2R − M2R + iΓRMR
× dΓR
dMinv
(m˜ρ, M˜R ,Minv), (18)
G =
mρ+Γρ/2∫
mρ−Γρ/2
dm˜ρ
(
− 1
π
)
Im
1
m˜2ρ −m2ρ + iΓρmρ
×
MR+ΓR/2∫
MR−ΓR/2
(
− 1
π
)
Im
1
M˜2R − M2R + iΓRMR
. (19)
In the case of the tensor state we must do extra work since the
projector operators are different. In this case we must keep the in-
dices i, j in t and multiply with t∗ with the same indices i, j. This
sums over all possible ﬁnal polarizations but also the initial R po-
larizations, so in order to take the sum and average over ﬁnal and
initial polarizations, respectively, one must divide the results of the
i, j sum of tt∗ by (2 J +1), where J is the spin of the resonance R .
The explicit evaluation for the case of the tensor states, J = 2, of
ρρ proceeds as follows: The t matrix is now written as
t = 1√
2
g˜ gρπγ
{
1
2
(

(1)
i 
(2)
j + (1)j (2)i
)− 1
3

(1)
l 
(2)
l δi j
}
× 1
p2 − M2ρ + iMρΓρ
μναβ p
μν(2)kαβ(γ ). (20)
As mentioned above, we must multiply ti, j by t∗i, j , recalling that
the indices i, j are spatial indices and divide by (2 J + 1) (5 in this
case) in order to obtain the modulus squared of the transition ma-
trix, summed and averaged over the ﬁnal and initial polarizations.
The expression that we get for |t|2 is the same as in Eq. (7) in the
nonrelativistic case, with the same corrections as in Eq. (10) for
the fully relativistic calculation.
3. Results
We show here the results for different cases. All results are ob-
tained with the relativistic expression of Eq. (16), but in Table 2 we
also compare the integrated widths with the nonrelativistic results.
3.1. f0(1370) and f0(1710)
The decay modes considered are
f0(1370) → ρπγ ,
f0(1710) → K ∗ K¯γ ,
f0(1710) → φπγ ,
f0(1710) → ωπγ . (21)
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of f0(1370) → ρ+π−γ . This calculation has been done without
the decay widths of the f0(1370) and ρ+ meson, namely Eq. (8).
Since the f0(1370) resonance is below the ρ+ρ− threshold, the
peak position appears below the ρ− mass energy. The relativis-
tic corrections do not change the shape, and the strength at the
peak increases by about 5%, while the integrated width increases
by about 9%. For other cases the results are similar, the shape does
not change, and the strength varies from one case to the other. In
Table 2 we show the integrated widths for the different decays. In
the majority of the cases, the relativistic corrections increase the
integrated width by less than 20%, which are the accepted uncer-
tainties in our results from the uncertainties in the couplings [8].
There is a special exception to this general rule in the case of
f ′2(1520) → φω → φπ0γ where the corrections are of the order
of 60%.
In Fig. 3, we consider the decay widths of the resonance and
vector meson. For the f0(1370) resonance the width is poorly de-
termined experimentally. We take a slice of the resonance around
its peak and use Γ f0(1370) = 100 MeV/c. With this window we pre-
vent that the resonance goes into two physical ρ mesons, one of
Fig. 2. Differential mass distribution for f0(1370) → ρ+π−γ without convolution.which would decay into πγ . For the f0(1710) the decay into two
vector mesons is forbidden except in the case of ωω ﬁnal state.
This is the reason why the decay rate into ωπ0γ is exceptionally
large, since it corresponds to the decay of the resonance into ωω
followed by the decay of either of the two ω into π0γ . The phase
space is not restricted, unlike in the other cases where the inter-
mediate vector meson that decays into a pseudoscalar meson and
a photon is necessarily off shell. In the ﬁgure we compare the mass
distribution with the phase space distribution of each decay mode
(dashed dotted line), obtained omitting the p2 dependent terms in
Eq. (7). As we can see, the shape obtained with the dynamical pic-
ture of the resonances is very different from what one gets using
simple phase space.
Table 2
Radiative decay width of vector–vector meson ΓR→V Pγ .
Decay mode ΓR→V Pγ [keV]
Relativistic cal. Nonrelativistic cal.
f0(1370) → ρ±ρ∓ → ρ±π∓γ 1.15 1.06
f0(1370) → ρ0ρ0 → ρ0π0γ 1.55 1.42
f0(1710) → K ∗±K ∗∓ → K ∗±K∓γ 7.46 7.30
f0(1710) → K ∗0 K¯ ∗0 → K ∗0 K¯ 0γ 13.04 12.73
f0(1710) → φω → φπ0γ 19.82 14.45
f0(1710) → ωω → ωπ0γ 2.77×103 2.40×103
f2(1270) → ρ±ρ∓ → ρ±π∓γ 2.82×10−1 2.63×10−1
f2(1270) → ρ0ρ0 → ρ0π0γ 3.82×10−1 3.55× 10−1
f ′2(1520) → K ∗±K ∗∓ → K ∗±K∓γ 2.24×10−2 2.18× 10−2
f ′2(1520) → K ∗0 K¯ ∗0 → K ∗0 K¯ 0γ 3.86×10−2 3.77× 10−2
f ′2(1520) → φω → φπ0γ 7.49× 10−1 4.60× 10−1
f ′2(1520) → ωω → ωπ0γ 40.13 38.16
K ∗2 (1430) → K ∗ρ± → K ∗π±γ 5.36× 10−1 4.07× 10−1
K ∗2 (1430) → K ∗ρ0 → K ∗π0γ 7.67×10−1 5.81× 10−1
K ∗2 (1430) → ρ+K ∗− → ρ+K−γ 8.99×10−2 8.99× 10−2
K ∗2 (1430) → ρ0 K¯ ∗0 → ρ0 K¯ 0γ 2.36×10−1 2.36× 10−1
K ∗2 (1430) → K ∗ω → K ∗π0γ 2.59×10−1 1.99× 10−1
K ∗2 (1430) → ωK ∗− → ωK−γ 1.78×10−3 1.78× 10−3
K ∗2 (1430) → ω K¯ ∗0 → ω K¯ 0γ 4.79×10−3 4.79× 10−3Fig. 3. Differential mass distribution for the case of f0(1370) and f0(1710). The phase space calculation corresponds to the decay channel of the solid line with the same
normalization.
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normalization.3.2. f2(1270) and f ′2(1520) case
The decay modes considered are:
f2(1270) → ρπγ ,
f ′2(1520) → K ∗ K¯γ ,
f ′2(1520) → φπγ ,
f ′2(1520) → ωπγ . (22)
The f2(1270) and f ′2(1520) decay invariant mass distributions are
calculated as before and the results are shown in Fig. 4. Once again
we see the striking difference between the results obtained from
the dynamical picture of the resonances and phase space (dashed
dotted lines).
3.3. K ∗2 (1430) case
The decay modes considered are:
K ∗2 (1430) → K ∗ρ → K ∗πγ ,
K ∗2 (1430) → ρKγ ,
K ∗2 (1430) → K ∗ω → K ∗πγ ,
K ∗2 (1430) → ωKγ . (23)
We show the results of the K ∗2 (1430) decay in Fig. 5, where once
again we see the striking differences with the results obtained
with those with just phase space.
In Table 2, we show the results of the width of vector–vector
meson ΓR→V V and the radiative decay width ΓR→V Pγ . The radia-
tive decay width ΓR→V Pγ is obtained integrating the differential
mass distribution.
The large radiative decay width of the f0(1710) → ωπ0γ
comes, as indicated before, because the decay into ωω is now
allowed. This case serves us to make a test of the calculation.The radiative decay width should be twice the product of the
f0(1710) → ωω width times the branching ratio of the ω → π0γ ,
which is experimentally 8.28%.
Γ f0(1710)→ωπ0γ = Γ f0→ωω × 2× Bω→π0γ (24)
with
Γ f0→ωω =
1
8πM2f0
g2k, (25)
where k is the ω momentum in the f0(1710) → ωω decay, and
g is the f0(1710) coupling to ωω from [8], shown in Table 1. This
coupling incorporates the unitary normalization of the ωω (extra
factor 1/
√
2 ) which makes unnecessary to divide by a factor of
two the f0(1710) → ωω width in Eq. (25). The factor 2 in Eq. (24)
accounts for the ω → π0γ decay of each of the two omegas. The
result of Table 2 for f0(1710) → ωπ0γ fulﬁlls the relationship of
Eq. (24).
4. Summary
We have studied the radiative decay width of f0(1370),
f0(1710), f2(1250), f ′2(1520) and K ∗(1430) resonances, which
are dynamically generated by the vector–vector interaction, into
a vector, a pseudoscalar and a photon. Except in one case, the
f0(1710) → ωπ0γ , where all the strength of the π0γ invariant
mass accumulates at the ω mass value, in all the other cases
we ﬁnd wider distributions, quite different from what one ex-
pects in terms of phase space. The memory of the resonance as
been a bound state of two vector mesons is responsible for this
shape, and the strength of the pseudoscalar plus photon invari-
ant mass accumulates as close to the mass of the vector meson
as possible, within the phase space availability. The case of the
f0(1710) → ωπ0γ is special because what one sees is the decay
into ωω. Since the branching ratio of the ω to π0γ is relatively big
(it is actually used to detect ω in the TAPS detector [26]), this de-
cay mode would be a direct measurement of the f0(1710) → ωω
J. Yamagata-Sekihara, E. Oset / Physics Letters B 690 (2010) 376–381 381Fig. 5. Differential mass distribution for the case of K ∗2 (1430). The phase space calculation corresponds to the decay channel of the solid line with the same normalization.decay, allowing to test predictions of the theoretical framework of
the vector–vector coupled channels approach.
The rates obtained for the radiative decays are relatively large
in some cases, of the order of the keV or tens of keV. These mag-
nitudes are easily measurable and the results obtained here should
stimulate experimental work in this direction, which should teach
us much regarding the nature of the resonances studied.
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